Access to Headington
Summary of feedback from the public consultation on the initial proposals
General/area-wide comments


Numerous respondents were concerned by proposals to remove grass verges and
trees to accommodate junction improvements, bus priority and pedestrian/cycle
facilities. For many the loss of any trees would be unacceptable. Other respondents
understood why this might be required in places but felt the impact of proposals
could be minimised and mitigated through additional trees being planted in the local
area.



There were many comments relating to proposals to remove on-street parking to
provide bus or cycle lanes. Whilst some respondents welcomed the potential
changes, such as cyclists and commuters, residents directly affected were
generally against the idea, and those living nearby were concerned about the
potential knock-on effect of more parking in neighbouring side-roads. Some
respondents also felt the loss of parking would result in increased traffic speeds.



The introduction of raised entry treatments at side roads was met with mixed views
with some regarding them as a positive addition in so far as they would improve
safety for vulnerable users such as the elderly, young children and cyclists. Other
respondents felt they provided little benefit and cited concerns about confusion over
who has right of way, maintenance costs, and potential drainage issues.



Some respondents felt proposals should accommodate additional measures in
areas of Headington outside the main project area. In particular, respondents
wanted improvements to manage the amount and speed of traffic using routes off
the main highway, together with improvements to adjoining walking and cycling
routes.



Many respondents welcomed proposals to provide uniform and consistent cycle
route provision. Some respondents thought more could be done, particularly full- or
semi-segregated cycle lanes, as well as greater priority for cyclists at junctions.
Some respondents concerned about the loss of trees thought narrower cycle lanes
would be acceptable.

Location specific comments


Proposed alterations along Cherwell Drive including the provision of a bus lane led to
a number of comments, mostly against the proposal. Many respondents raised
concerns such as visual impacts as well as the potential for an increase in noise and
vibration, and issues with drainage.



Respondents were broadly welcoming of proposals to replace the Marston Road,
Headley Way double mini-roundabout with a signalised junction, and were supportive
of giving more priority to pedestrians and cyclists in particular. The loss of trees and
grass verges was however a concern along with the proposal to switch access
arrangements at the shops.



Residents on Headley Way raised concerns about the potential loss of the lower
footway and impact this could have on accessing their properties.



Issues regarding access and the traffic impact of the John Radcliffe Hospital were
raised frequently, with respondents suggesting alternative improvements should be
considered including a direct road link between the hospital and the A40 Northern
Bypass, a dedicated hospital Park and Ride site, and additional on-site parking.



There were concerns about proposed carriageway widening in Osler Road. Some
considered the grass verges to be an important amenity and there were also
concerns about reducing footway widths. A number of respondents thought a new
pedestrian crossing on London Road, linking Lime Walk with Osler Road, should be
considered.



Proposals to install a diagonal pedestrian crossing at the junction of Windmill Road
and London Road were broadly welcomed. A number of respondents suggested
options for improving the design of this measure, whilst other respondents
highlighted concerns about the potential implication on queuing traffic at the
junction.



There were a number of comments received regarding the widening of the
pedestrian and cycle route between the Churchill Hospital and Massey Close, with
some residents concerned that this might encourage use by motorised traffic.



Some respondents were concerned about how the bus lane would be enforced in
Churchill Drive, and how access to Boundary Brook House could be maintained.



Proposals to re-grade the carriageway and footway along Old Road, to provide
more space for cycle lanes, received a mixed response. Most respondents
welcomed proposals to improve cycle lanes, but there were others who were
concerned about the impact of the re-grading particularly to frontages and the grass
verges and hedges along the road.



A number of respondents felt more could be done to improve cycle priority at the
Hollow Way/The Slade/Horspath Driftway junction.

“Access to Headington” consultation submission – Darrel Ross (August 2015)
Throughout this document OCC = Oxfordshire County Council

Introduction
I am responding to the “Access to Headington” consultation primarily with regard to the proposals
for Cherwell Drive, which involve road widening, felling mature hardwood trees, loss of grass verges
and the addition of a short stretch of unnecessary and ineffective bus lane. In addition I am
concerned about the proposed removal of roadside parking on Headley Way. I would like to suggest
an alternative solution, which would require no loss of trees and yet still provide better, safer, cycle
routes along these roads and facilitate access for emergency vehicles past traffic and the passage of
traffic past parked buses.
I am a registered architect and qualified urban designer with extensive experience of building and
master-planning in Oxford city, Oxfordshire, surrounding counties, London, Reading, Bristol, Prague
and Riyadh. I have directly consulted with a large number of local residents and relevant interest
groups across Oxfordshire and seek to represent their concerns alongside my own, and also to offer
alternative cost-effective design solutions.
The stated aims of the proposals put forward are to:


Manage growth in car traffic – planning for more walking, cycling and use of public transport



Support jobs growth in health, innovation and education by improving access to major sites
such as hospitals and universities



Improve access to the major employment sites by sustainable modes



Promote health and wellbeing by reducing transport’s environmental impact.

As a local resident I find it reassuring to learn that Oxfordshire County Council are concerned about
my health and well-being and the detrimental effects of pollution from queuing traffic on my living
environment. Presumably I can therefore assume that the scheme’s proposal to deliberately cause
backing-up of traffic along Cherwell Drive by installing a new light-controlled junction giving priority
to inbound traffic from Marsh Lane will be scrapped.
I understand that £12.5 million is to be spent on these schemes - a considerable amount of
Government-allocated taxpayers’ money. I am concerned that the proposals include many instances
of unnecessary and misguided expenditure, and I seek to offer more cost-effective alternatives.

1. Traffic flow, speed, congestion times and directions
There is no regular significant congestion along Cherwell Drive in either direction. Summertownbound traffic is slowed at the Old Marston village pedestrian crossing by the frequency of children
crossing at school start and end times. More significant congestion is caused on Marston Ferry Road
(near Cherwell School) in the morning by Summertown-bound traffic due to the number of parents
dropping children off at the Nursery, Cherwell School and Oxford High School. Earlier this year and
late last year traffic flow was increased because roadworks in Headington, along London Road
towards the Green Road roundabout, on the by-pass and at Cutteslowe caused drivers to choose
alternative routes to avoid those areas. Photos submitted with this response1, taken every 15 mins
from 07:00 to 10:00 on 10 July (still in school term time) looking from Cherwell Drive towards
Headley Way indicate no queueing traffic at any time.
1

Friday, 10 July 2015 Print-out of photos appended to hard copy submitted.
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My observation shows that there is an inequitable flow of traffic onto the roundabout junctions.
Most traffic from Marston Road does not need to wait long to get onto Cherwell Drive because traffic
from Marsh Lane proceeding towards Marston Road blocks the path of downhill Headley Way traffic,
disadvantaging other approaches. A traffic-light junction, phased to allow easier access for morning
in-coming traffic from Cherwell Drive and Marsh Lane, could possibly improve this situation.
Traffic congestion did used to occur on Thursday mornings due to the early bin collection along
Cherwell Drive and Headley Way in the direction of Headington. The waste vehicle would block the
carriageway. However, for some reason (a possible intervention) the collection has recently been
switched to later in the day and congestion has disappeared. Indeed, traffic flow is generally light
along Cherwell Drive throughout the day and one can easily cross the road directly without waiting.
The wide and quiet road gives rise to speeding traffic, which often dangerously exceeds the 30mph
limit. Due to the high pedestrian traffic flow to local primary and secondary schools the majority of
residents would welcome the introduction of a 20mph speed limit.
The proposals are based on generated junction models based on an assumed increased traffic flow to
take account of the Churchill Hospital’s proposed expansion and the imminent Barton Park housing
development. I believe the traffic flow assumptions have been significantly over-estimated and
should rather show a reduction in traffic flow to take account of increased use of buses by
commuters and follow the trend of reduced traffic flow through Headington over the last 10 years.
Workers travelling to the Churchill hospital are unlikely to leave the by-pass at Marsh Lane, as an exit
at Headington or Horspath Driftway would give a faster route to their destination. Workers travelling
to Headington locations from Barton Park are unlikely to be travelling by car. Both Brookes and all
the hospital sites have strict criteria for staff parking allocation and Barton Park is too close to
qualify. The criteria apply at all levels of staffing, although restricted allocated parking is reserved for
existing senior staff. It is highly unlikely that any new residents at Barton Park would qualify for onsite parking, and their journeys to employment sites across Headington are more likely to be by foot,
cycle or bus. Barton Park children will not fall into the catchment for Marston schools and are
unlikely to be taken by car to the very expensive private schools. Barton Park residents travelling by
car to other employment sites in the city (Northern Gateway, Botley, Cowley and Littlemore) would
travel via the by-pass, avoiding tortuous journeys across the city. With rapid transit buses
transporting commuters into the city, transport engineers can instead plan for a reduced traffic
flow. I would suggest that Oxfordshire County Council review traffic flow assumptions for traffic
along Marsh Lane to the Headley Way junction and investigate modelling with current or reduced
traffic flow figures.
Councillor Mary Clarkson comments:
My first response is that the East Area Planning Committee looked very closely at the Barton Park
development and the assumptions about traffic volumes and flow. Had they been as apocalyptic as
the ones which the County are now working on then the City Council planning officers would almost
certainly have recommended refusal or have gone back to the drawing board. More importantly,
OCC itself as Highways Authority would not have signed off the application. Certainly, as a
Marston councillor I could not have supported proposals with projected traffic increases such as
this and I doubt very much whether any of my East Area colleagues would have done so either.
It seems to me that the County have deliberately come up with new, highly pessimistic and
unrealistic traffic assumptions, just so that they can bag some central government cash. Let's hope
that the people handing out the money look at the traffic projections linked to the approved Barton
Park application and ask lots of questions about these new assumptions .
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Conclusions:


Existing traffic is not heavy and congestion is not onerous.



Assumptions made for future traffic flows are unfounded, resulting in flawed traffic modelling.



OCC should review their proposals, taking a holistic view of commuter access to Headington.



Replacing the mini-roundabouts with a phased light-controlled junction could possibly by itself
remedy the inequitable flow of traffic.



Measures should be taken to reduce speeding cars along Cherwell Drive.

2. Environmental conditions and issues
Marston was originally called “Marsh Town”, a name derived from the area’s poor sandy-clay alluvial
ground conditions and its sustained flood risk potential. In wet seasons the ground is water logged,
and in dry seasons the blue clay sub-strata bakes and shrinks. Residents along Cherwell Drive have
documented cases of subsidence and OCC investigated cases of vibrations and rattling furniture
caused by heavy vehicles passing on the street. The Peasmoor Brook running along Marsh Lane (a
tributary of the River Cherwell) is tunnelled underneath Cherwell Drive and, as a result, service
utilities and foul water drainage are routed at a very deep level. I understand the utilities lie under
the grass verge strips and the drain along the carriage way. Residents fear that a heavy traffic flow
closer to properties would increase the potential for subsidence. It is well documented that
established mature trees effectively stabilise poor ground conditions and help to moderate the
water content in surrounding ground.
Trees also reduce air pollution, dissipate some of the traffic noise and offer natural sanctuary to a
diverse range of wildlife along the residential street of Cherwell Drive. Residents regularly observe
bats flying along and across Cherwell Drive in the evenings, and OCC are advised that a wildlife
impact assessment study would be a statutory requirement due to the likely presence of bats
roosting in the large street trees. Oxford City Council’s policy is to conserve trees2 and planting of
additional trees along Cherwell Drive should be encouraged.
Trees and verges offer residents the valuable perception of a “soft space”. 50 out of 55 residents
consulted along Cherwell Drive voiced strong opposition to any proposal to remove trees and grass
verges. Residents appreciate that Cherwell Drive is a residential street with beauty and character as a
result of the trees. Indeed, many Oxford residents who know the street oppose the removal of any of
the trees; they see the route as special and the tree-lined view is cherished.
Loss of green areas would increase the risk of flooding and necessitate significant additional
drainage infrastructure. The road-widening proposed would involve removing on-street parking,
which would result in more front gardens being lost to hardstanding to provide parking to
compensate for that lost amenity and further increase the risk of damage caused by flooding.
As previously stated, there is no evidence to suggest that a 200m length of bus lane would effectively
reduce journey times through non-congested traffic areas. Any evidence would need to robustly
prove a significant benefit (many minutes) to bus travellers along Cherwell Drive and Headley Way,
sustained throughout the day, to justify any road widening or loss of a tree.

2

‘The City Council seeks to conserve trees for their public amenity, environmental and historic value in the
predominately urban setting’, Oxford City Council Planning website, ‘Trees in Oxford’, accessed 01 08 2015.
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Trees along Cherwell Drive have taken decades to mature; once felled they are lost forever. OCC
would be well advised to avoid this mistake at all costs and to explore alternative options.

Conclusions:


An extensive and costly ground condition survey would be necessary.



Loss of trees would have long-lasting detrimental effects on environmental conditions.



A statutory wildlife impact assessment would be necessary.



New, expensive, flood-prevention drainage would be required to compensate for the resultant
doubling of hard-surface coverage.



Unfounded assumptions and flawed traffic modelling provide no justification for the additional,
short, bus lane.

3. Headley Way
Whatever work is done to Cherwell Drive, Marston Road, Copse Lane or Marsh Lane the
fundamental potential cause of slow traffic and congestion is the lower end of Headley Way. This
road remains the most crucial route for emergency vehicle access to the hospitals. The carriageway
should be widened to allow an ambulance to travel along the middle of the road between traffic that
has moved over towards the roadside and to allow traffic to proceed past a stationary bus.
Roadside parking must be removed from the Headley Way hill so that the route remains consistent
as an urban clearway along its entire length from Cherwell Drive to London Road. Segregated, offroad, cycle paths should be introduced in order to safeguard cyclists. However, it would not be
possible for residents to park instead in the few adjacent streets, as demand for parking there
already exceeds available spaces.
There are currently 12 pairs of driveways (3 on the north side and 9 on the south side) to houses with
no other available parking. Several residents have special access needs and one application for a
disabled parking bay is being processed. There seems to be a strong case for OCC to tackle this issue
now and resolve the need for future access for medical and social services.
Consideration should be given to spending funding on re-grading the grass-verge bank (changing
the degree of incline) on the south side and providing 12 shared driveways across the verge to the
properties that would be adversely affected by the loss of roadside parking.
The concrete slabs that make up the several flights of access steps here are in a woefully dangerous
state and represent a real risk of accidents and potential legal claims. Residents are aggrieved that
OCC has denied responsibility for repair of the dilapidated upper footpaths, having only recently
learnt that these footways are indeed adopted. The higher level paths could be retained for
pedestrians and the lower paths marked for cyclists. This would allow the existing carriageway to be
wide enough for emergency vehicles to safely pass through other traffic and for commuter traffic to
safely overtake stopped buses.
OCC should correctly identify this stretch of roadway as the key to ensuring an uncongested traffic
flow along this route to Headington, and particularly to the hospitals, and should carefully consider
proposals for interventions on Headley Way.
Trees can be retained and costs reduced by designating lower footpaths as cycle paths.
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Conclusions:


Safe access along Headley Way for all travellers, but especially emergency vehicles, must be of
primary importance and is fundamental to the success of these proposals.



Loss of on-road parking for residents should be off-set by provision of shared access driveways.



Trees can be retained and costs reduced by designating lower footpaths as cycle paths.

4. Cherwell Drive
The addition of cycle paths along Cherwell Drive would be welcomed by residents, who witness the
majority of cyclists using the footpaths. The requirement here is for the type that is segregated from
the road (running alongside the pathway), as the predominant users are children travelling to local
schools. For safety reasons, children are more likely to use segregated cycle tracks than cycle lanes
simply marked by a line on the road. A segregated cycle track wide enough to be used by cyclists
travelling in opposite directions is particularly useful, as this reduces the need for crossing the road,
something which is particularly important for a route used extensively by children. The addition of a
very short length of bus lane would not be welcomed by residents or any other parties that I have
consulted. No one is convinced that it is necessary or that it would provide any significant benefit.
All parties agree that the bus lane alone would be responsible for the loss of green verges and many
mature trees, and all parties agree that this would have long-term detrimental effects on the
character, living environment and well-being of the residents. All parties agree that the proposed
work to the roundabout junction would, in itself, improve the traffic flow for buses. My alternative
proposal detailing a segregated cycle track and footpath either side of a grass verge and retained
trees is included with this report3.
This proposal would fit within the highway width boundary, considerably encourage cycle traffic,
reduce traffic speed and improve safety for all travellers, as well as improving the health and wellbeing of all by reducing pollution and the damaging environmental effects of traffic.
The available highway width along Cherwell Drive varies from 15.5m to 16m. Daniel Round4 has
confirmed the proposed works require 15.8m (2 x 2m footpaths, 2 x 1.5m cycle lanes, 1 x 3m bus
lane and 2 x 2.9m very narrow traffic lanes). Clearly the proposals do not fit the available width, and
the anticipated result would be the amalgamation of a cycle lane and bus lane. Existing city-wide
situations of this type have been the cause of countless bus and cycle accidents and Cyclox is
campaigning to abolish this practice.
Evidence collected by my family over the last 3 years, September to July (during significant road
construction projects in Headington and on the by-pass), shows that a journey by car on a weekday
morning from Cherwell Drive to Windmill Primary School in Headington (Margaret Road) will take
between 10 and 15 minutes. My own traffic survey photographs (time and date stamped) taken
every 15 mins between 07:00 and 10:00 on a weekday in school term-time on Cherwell Drive looking
towards the junction with Headley Way5 do not show any queueing traffic or congestion.
Consulted parties agree that traffic congestion on Cherwell Drive is minimal and only occurs for brief
instances during some periods in the morning and afternoon.
3

Proposal drawing, print-out appended to hard copy submitted.
Locality Manager, Localities, Policies and Programmes - Oxford, Oxfordshire County Council
5
Friday, 10 July 2015 Monday, 13 July 2015 Print-out of photos appended to hard copy submitted.
4
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Traffic survey results recently provided by OCC show base and predicted data. Excessive predictions
of traffic volume assume all Barton Park traffic will travel into the city along Marsh Lane and more
commuter traffic will divert to travel along Cherwell Drive and Marston Road due to ‘re-routing’. It
is widely believed by experts I have consulted that these predictions are unjustified and excessive,
and that traffic modelling has been based on inaccurate assumptions and predictions. These
predictions also show a net increase of only 17 cars travelling along Cherwell Drive towards the
junction in the morning peak time, and a net increase of just 7 cars in the afternoon/evening peak
time. The massive amount of work and associated huge expense required to provide a short length of
bus lane cannot be justified on the basis of OCC’s own predicted figures.
Implicit in the proposals, and confirmed by Daniel Round, is the intention to speed up inbound
morning traffic from the by-pass along Marsh Lane and into the city (not just into Headington).
Giving priority to traffic coming out of Marsh Lane is tantamount to deliberately backing up
Headington-bound traffic on Cherwell Drive - hence the rationale for the very short length of bus
lane. An alternative would be to have a dedicated left-turn filter traffic light at the end of Marsh
Lane, as all buses arriving there (No. 14 service) will be making a left turn. Such provision would not
require traffic to be backed up on Cherwell Drive or necessitate a bus lane, as traffic could be given
fairer access to the junction by controlling the phasing of traffic lights.
Buses could turn left into a clear junction and move across lanes depending on whether they were
bound for Headley Way or Marston Ferry Road. The proposals show the junction widened locally to
two lanes and the left-turn lane could be designated for buses only.
The effects of increasing queueing traffic in Cherwell Drive would be detrimental to the health of
residents, cyclists and pedestrians. This is in direct conflict with one of the main aims of the
scheme6.
It is hard to find justification for the three exit approaches for downhill traffic from Headley Way at
the Marsh Lane junction. There are two lanes for traffic entering Marsh Lane but after about 30
yards the traffic is merged into one lane. Therefore speeding up the entry of traffic into this road,
perhaps by using one of those 3 lanes to give buses priority, would be of no great benefit. All that is
required here is one lane for traffic going straight ahead and a second for traffic turning right onto
Marsh Lane.
Consideration of traffic flow seems to have stopped at the entrance to Marsh Lane. Indeed, it is
surprising that these proposals for radical changes to Cherwell Drive and Headley Way, which would
destroy what is currently a strikingly pleasant and environmentally beneficial access avenue to
Headington, have not been presented for public consultation within the context of the wider plan for
Bus Rapid Transit routes and particularly the one around the Eastern Arc. The Eastern Arc BRT
service, whose operations will cover the new Park and Ride sites at Eynsham and Langford Lane,
could be routed along the Northern Bypass and Marsh Lane or alternatively via Summertown and
Marston Ferry Road (as is the existing 700 bus service). Without being made aware of how the
larger pieces of the scheme will fit together, it is hard for the general public to comment on local
details.

6

‘Promote health and wellbeing by reducing transport’s environmental impact’
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Perhaps the time has come to think very carefully about just how much more traffic and
development Oxford can accept without destroying the characteristics that have attracted not only
tourists but the top-ranked scientists, medics and academics its universities need. Consider the
following:


Oxford is in the middle of a period of rapid growth. The city's population grew by 12% over the
decade 2001-2011 and is projected to continue growing rapidly, reaching 165,000 by 2021.
Connecting Oxfordshire: Volume 2 section i, Oxford Transport Strategy, Draft for consultation Feb 2015, page 4.



Oxfordshire has ambitious plans for growth, with proposals for 100,000 new homes and 85,000
new jobs to be created by 2031.
http://www.oxford.gov.uk/PageRender/decC/Population_statistics_occw.htm



From page 15 of the Adopted Oxford Core Strategy
Identified development needs 1.3.4
Land use - Housing - Requirements identified by evidence base:
‘… to meet demand over a 10-year period would mean at least doubling the size of the city’.

Conclusions:


Segregated cycle lanes and footpaths should be provided, separated by a tree-lined grass verge
(as on Marston Road).



The available highway width is not sufficient for the proposed lanes along Cherwell Drive and
there is insufficient evidence to justify the short length of bus lane.



Traffic flow and congestion are not significant problems and the assumed increase in demand is
highly excessive. All buses turn left from Marsh Lane, and a designated left turn could be
introduced here. That, together with the proposed traffic-light-control of the junctions, could
allow an equitable traffic flow at far less cost than the installation of a bus lane in Cherwell Drive.



The rationale behind some details of the proposals is hard to fathom and even more so in the
absence of a clear understanding of how the County Council intends to implement its strategic
objectives.



Serious consideration needs to be given to how much further development Oxford can reasonably
undergo without causing a degradation of its residents’ quality of life and reducing its attraction
as one of the most pleasant academic and medical centres of excellence.

5. Bus access
The aim to encourage greater bus use is generally supported by all parties. It is felt that the new
junction design could potentially allow a more equitable flow of traffic which would benefit bus
passengers. The parties consulted overwhelmingly complained about the high cost of bus fares and
claimed that only lower, reasonable fare tariffs would encourage greater bus use.
The 13, X13, 700 and 14 bus services all travel along Cherwell Drive, but in the Headington direction
only the 700 and 14 continue along Headley Way to the Headington Road junction, with the 700
turning right and the 14 left there. The 13 and X13 buses turn into the John Radcliffe Hospital access
road, turn around at the hospital, return down Headley Way and turn left down Marston Road.
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12 buses travel along Cherwell Drive towards Headington in the morning between 07:42 and 09:03.
5 of these are 13s or X13s, 5 are 700s and 2 are 14s (figures taken from bus timetables)7
However, 1 of the X13/13s and 1 of the 700s are there before 8 am, prior to which traffic is unlikely
to be heavy. Do 10 buses travelling through Cherwell Drive during this 1-hr peak traffic period
justify the installation of a bus lane and the consequent loss of so many trees and verges?
In fact, more buses travel in the Summertown direction over the same period of time (07:42 – 09:03)
- 15 in all, with 11 at peak time: 9 of X13/13 (7 of them in the peak time), 4 of 700 service (3 in peak
time) and 2 of 14 (1 at peak in peak time).
The ‘Access to Headington’ project is flawed because it fails to take into account the fact that in the
mornings the majority of people travelling to Headington to work are going to the main employment
sites there, namely the JR, Churchill and Nuffield hospitals and that there is a wide variation in start
times for these workers. It should be noted that the large majority of the workforce at each of these
hospitals are nurses who arrive at the hospitals in time for the end of the night shift and the
beginning of the first day shift. This is early in the morning, at 7:00. Part time, administration and
other ancillary workers generally arrive to begin work between 07:00 and 08:30.
At the JR morning appointments are often stacked at the start of the day, with many patients told to
arrive for 09:00 and then having to wait. This causes early saturation of hospital parking and I am
aware that OUH strategic managers are considering changing this practice to avoid the high traffic
flow to the hospitals in the morning.
Sometimes a heavier flow of traffic bound for Summertown occurs in wet weather; this may be a
direct result of parents taking children to Cherwell, Oxford High, Wychwood, St Edward’s
Summerfield, Dragon, Lynhams and D’Overbroeks schoos. None of these schools have a catchment
restriction, so children travel from many different areas. I regularly observe this and see a greater
feed of traffic arriving at Cherwell Drive from Marston Road and Headley way causing slow traffic half
way along Marston Ferry Road (Summertown bound).
My survey evidence does not show any congestion on Cherwell Drive throughout the morning
period. There is no need for a short stretch of bus lane at all. In any case the bus lane as proposed
would have little effect, given its length, and could only possibly save a few seconds at best. It is an
isolated stretch and cannot be continued along Headley Way or Marston Road. There is no precedent
in Oxford for a short stretch of bus lane like this.
The proposal for the bus-gate is similarly flawed, as the gate would be ineffective. General traffic
(traffic other than buses) will be held up at this junction to give Marsh Lane outgoing traffic priority
and form queues in the two ‘ahead’ lanes. When a bus arrives as is given a green light, presumably
lights at the second junction will also go green, but not immediately, as there is a safety delay to
allow traffic following other routes to clear the junction. So at peak times it may well be that buses
will get delayed behind traffic at the junction and not make it through both sets of lights, as
presumably the lights will be phased to swith the flow quickly back to Marsh Lane again.
Traffic turning right into Marston Road will have to cut across lanes to move right. These lanes are
likely to have cars queuing at the main junction lights. Drivers who have managed to get through

7

13 and X13: http://city.oxfordbus.co.uk/timetables-fares/cityx3-cityx13-city13
700: https://www.stagecoachbus.com/PdfUploads/Map_44546_700.pdf
14: https://www.stagecoachbus.com/PdfUploads/Timetable_24055_14%2014A.pdf
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after being delayed because of bus priority at the bus gate lights are going to be reluctant to give way
to a bus then wanting to move over into their right-hand lane.
Indeed, OCC’s own predicted traffic flow of a net increase of only 24 cars in both morning and
afternoon/evening peak times does not justify the inclusion of the bus lane. No buses turn left onto
Marsh Lane at this junction. Other bus gates in Oxford that work with a degree of success are not
close to junctions. Similarly there is no precedent for a bus lane along one of the narrower routes
with a very high density of traffic, beside semi-detached and terraced housing, which would force
residents and their visitors to reverse out of properties into a bus lane and without the benefit of
the 'buffer zone' of a verge to provide the opportunity to get a clear view of traffic. Congestion
hampering the progress of buses occurs on Headley Way hill and this stretch of the road needs to be
free of parking because the presence of the grass banks restricts possible widening.
Buses also create further traffic issues, as they tend to arrive at the bus stop on the hill a few at a
time, causing backing-up of traffic that is unable to overtake them. Allowing a longer stretch of bus
stop area and widening the carriageway by relocating the parking bays would solve these problems.
The current LTP4 (volume 4) identifies the route for buses along Cherwell Drive as a “connector
transit route” with tertiary route priority, whilst indicating that Marsh Lane and Headley Way are set
to become “rapid transit routes” with primary priority.
All current examples of long stretches of bus lanes on routes across the city exist on the “rapid transit
routes” and the “premium transit routes”. The predicted benefit of the inclusion of a short bus lane
along Cherwell Drive would make a negligible contribution to the success of connector bus routes
along that road and would have no effect on the successful operation of the rapid transport system
of buses.
There is no precedent for a bus lane on a low-priority minor route such as Cherwell Drive.
Furthermore, the proposed routes and frequency of rapid transit buses from park and ride sites,
North Oxford and city centre collection points, and along rapid transit routes with priority bus lanes
for the majority of their length, suggest that commuters to Headington will be more likely to take a
rapid transit route bus than a connector route bus, thereby arriving in Headington or at the hospital
sites sooner.
I further suggest that predicted traffic flow data compiled for the purpose of producing traffic models
should be reconsidered to investigate the passage of buses along Cherwell Drive: a) if the current
traffic flow is retained and b) if it is reduced. I suggest that the realisation of the rapid transit system
of buses would abrogate any need for a short stretch of bus lane.
The current Oxford Local Plan identifies streets and routes across the city where cycle access and
bus access needs improvement. Neither Cherwell Drive nor Marston Ferry Road are included in
lists of routes needing improvement for either bus access or cycle access, whilst some listed routes
have still not yet been improved.

Conclusions:


The bus gate and short length of bus lane would be ineffective. They would cater anyway for a
maximum of 10 buses during the morning peak period. There is no precedent in the city for short
bus lanes on minor connector routes.



LTP4 and Local Plan do not identify Cherwell Drive as requiring improvements and give it reduced
status as a tertiary connector bus route only.
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A wider road and a longer bus stop zone at the bottom of Headley Way hill would be a more
effective means of reducing the congestion caused by multiple buses arriving and stopping on
Headley Way.



Holistic thinking is required so that OCC can better determine the preferred routes bus travellers
will choose, once rapid transit buses come into operation.

6. Cycle provision
The aim of facilitating better cycle path provision and encouraging cycle journeys is strongly
supported by all parties. Oxford has a rich history of cycle traffic, yet sadly it lags behind a
comparable city, Cambridge, and has recently seen the much larger city of Bristol named as the most
cycle friendly in the UK. Oxford offers an impressive number of cycle path miles, yet the cycle routes
so often fail at junctions – the most dangerous and critical nodes of all roads.
There is an opportunity for this proposal to continue cycle paths along the entire length of Cherwell
Drive, Headley Way, Marsh Lane (to the by-pass) and Marston Road, with connections across all
junctions. Based on OUH staff demographic profile and residence proximity data, workers travelling
to Headington for employment purposes are far more likely to walk or cycle than to take a bus (in
preference to a car). Cyclox continues to promote and lobby for safer, connected cycle routes and
seeks primarily to serve as advocate for the “ordinary cyclist”.
A large number of children - primary and secondary school age - travel along Cherwell Drive to and
from St Nicholas Primary School, Cherwell School and Oxford High School. They choose to cycle on
the quieter pavements away from fast traffic. Residents complain that that is dangerous for
pedestrians and report that accidents have occurred. The Headteacher and parents of children at St
Nicholas’s Primary School have voiced concern about the proposal for road-based cycle paths.
The majority of parties consulted on this issue would prefer to see an off-road cycle path, following
the existing model on Marston Road on which cyclists are allowed to travel in both directions,
separated from the road by a kerb and with priority across junctions. At the western end of Cherwell
Drive a cycle track could connect with the generous segregated cycle route along Marston Ferry
Road.
Simon Hunt (Cyclox) maintains that the demands and needs of the majority of cyclists along these
routes must be taken into account. He concludes that a segregated pavement model has to be the
correct approach along Cherwell Drive. The existing widths of the carriageway suggest that the road
could be slightly reduced in width on either side, so that a cycle path could be constructed,
segregated from the pedestrian path by a slightly-narrowed grass verge. This would also be far safer
for the high volume of pedestrians, many of whom are parents with young children, throughout the
day along Cherwell Drive. It is highly likely that children would continue to cycle on pavements,
even if a road-based cycle lane were provided. A fully connected cycle route to the local schools
could be the central focus of a possible future campaign run in conjunction with local schools and
employers to encourage more journeys by bike. Most drivers do not know the difference between a
mandatory cycle lane and an advisory lane and, in practice, will encroach on either, if they see space
and reason to do so.
A serious problem with on-road cycle lanes is that they are frequently blocked by illegally-parked cars
and this would happen in Cherwell Drive, if all parking places were removed. Drivers delivering or
picking up items, taxi drivers, etc would want to avoid reversing out into a busy roadway. My
alternative proposal, with no bus lane but a segregated cycle track and footpath, divided by a grass
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verge, would retain some parking places (and all the trees), allow cyclists to travel safely and cause
no inconvenience to residents.
A recent BBC news report8 reminds us of the demographic surge from 2002 onwards, with the
updated story of the population boom now reaching secondary school age.
Cherwell is an over-subscribed, outstanding, school now operating as a teacher training hub. It is the
most cycled-to school in England. However, on my journey along Marston Ferry Road to
Summertown each morning I still observe far too many children being dropped off by parents who
have driven them to Cherwell School, Oxford High School and other schools in Summertown. To
address the increase in pupil numbers over the next 10 years it is suggested that OCC encourage
more journeys to school by bike and thereby reduce unnecessary parent traffic. The excellent cycle
paths along Marston Ferry Road and Marston Road could be connected to safe, pavement-based,
cycle routes along Cherwell Drive and Headley Way.
Children are only likely to cycle along streets, if they are safe. Roads can be made safer if traffic
speeds are restricted by narrower traffic lanes and on-street parking, and also by pavement-based
segregated cycle paths. I suggest that OCC would meet with more success in reducing traffic
congestion by encouraging the switch from car to cycle for cross city routes and that it should
prioritise funding to realise this potential.
The LTP4 admirably aims to promote cycling for all, on safer routes, especially for journeys to and
from work. The route along Marston Ferry Road and Cherwell Drive is identified as a tertiary priority
route for “connector” buses, but should also be seen as a priority route for cyclists between
Headington, Marston, Summertown, North Oxford and the city centre.
Indeed, OCC might consider how improved and connected cycle paths could encourage not only
motorists but also bus users to change their mode of travel to cycling, which would reduce demand
on connector buses (especially if the cycling time was comparable to the time taken to travel by bus).
It could allocate money to constructing cycle paths and save money by not removing trees,
constructing a bus lane and undertaking extensive ground engineering works on Cherwell Drive.
Alternatively, funding could be allocated to extending the “Oxonbike” cycle hire scheme in Oxford,
with new “bike hubs” located by the shops on Headley Way, in Summertown and at St Clements,
extending the scheme from existing hubs in Headington, Oxford Brookes and all the hospital sites.
The scheme is already very successful and an offer of future funding, with additional infrastructure,
would undoubtedly promote cycle use and probably secure future scheme sponsors.

Conclusions:


The promotion of cycle journeys is widely welcomed and could have more success for less cost.



Segregated, off-roadway, cycle paths are preferred, and required for the large number of children
who cycle to local schools.



People living within a mile or so of their place of work in Headington are more likely to walk or
cycle to and from there than take a bus and OCC should consider allocating more funding to
extend the successful Oxonbike scheme, with new hubs at Summertown and Headley Way shops.

8

‘The number of pupils attending England's secondary schools is set to rise by 20% over the course of
the next decade, government figures show’, BBC News: Education, 22 July 2015, ‘Rise in secondary
school pupils over next decade’.
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7. Parking and access
Proposals to remove parking from Headley Way met with fierce criticism from consulted parties.
OCC should bear in mind that on-road parking for residents on side streets off Headley Way (where
there are Controlled Parking Zones) and Cherwell Drive (current consultation in favour of a CPZ) has
already exceeded capacity, so there is no possibility of off-setting the removal of parking spaces from
Headley Way by providing equivalent space elsewhere. Many houses on Headley Way currently lack
on-site parking due to the nature of the grass bank, and an alternative proposal to construct 12
shared-access driveways has already been outlined above. Such provision would appease residents
on Headley Way and address opposition or issues associated with removing street parking from this
key section of road. The majority of vehicles owned and used by residents are for the purpose of
travelling to and from employment outside the city, for which cycle and bus travel are not feasible
travel options.
Many elderly residents on Cherwell Drive have regular visits from social services, carers, taxi firms,
health professionals, and supermarket deliveries. Many of these visitors cannot park on site
(insurance legislation) and many residents do not have sufficient space to allow them to do so either.
The loss of the parking bays on Cherwell Drive would prevent all of these services from getting access
to what are often vulnerable residents. Unloading and visitor access is not possible in either a bus
lane or a carriageway.
One resident on Headley Way is registered disabled and has received confirmation from OCC that
street parking will be maintained for her. This would nullify any efforts to improve traffic flow and
therefore OCC should seriously consider providing access to on-site parking.

Conclusions:


Adequate provision of on-road parking places to replace those lost on Headley Way is a
fundamental issue that is crucial to the success of safe access to the hospital sites.



Shared driveways should be provided to facilitate off-street parking on Headley Way.



Safe access and delivery for many residents on Cherwell Drive must be retained.



The omission of the proposed short bus lane would retain trees, grass verges, safe access and
some on-road parking for visitors/deliveries.

8. Conclusions and Recommendations
1. Existing traffic is not heavy and congestion is not onerous. Assumptions made regarding future
traffic flows are unfounded, resulting in flawed traffic modelling. OCC should review their
proposals, taking a holistic view of commuter access to Headington. Replacing mini-roundabouts
with a phased light-controlled junction could possibly, alone, remedy the inequitable flow of
traffic.
2. The benefit of the bus lane is questionable and any journey time reduction would be minimal.
12 buses travel along Cherwell Drive towards Headington in the morning between 07:42 and
09:03, only 10 of them during the 8.00 to 9.00 am peak time. Does this justify the loss of so many
trees and verges?
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There is no precedent in the city for short bus lanes on minor connector routes. LTP4 and the
Local Plan do not identify Cherwell Drive as requiring improvements, assigning it reduced status
as a tertiary connector bus route only. A wider road and a longer bus stop zone at the bottom of
Headley Way hill would be more effective in reducing the congestion caused by multiple buses
arriving and stopping on Headley Way. Holistic thinking is required so that OCC can better
determine the preferred routes bus travellers will choose once rapid transit buses begin to
operate.
3. An extensive and costly ground condition survey would be necessary. Loss of trees would have
long-lasting detrimental effects on environmental conditions. A statutory wildlife impact
assessment would be necessary. New flood prevention drainage would be required to
accommodate the resultant doubling of hard-standing. Insubstantial assumptions and flawed
traffic modelling provide no conclusive argument for the additional short bus lane.
Safe access along Headley Way for all travellers, but especially emergency vehicles, must be of
primary importance and is fundamental to the success of these proposals. Loss of on-road
parking for the use of residents would need to be offset by the provision of shared-access
driveways. Trees could be retained and costs reduced by designating lower footpaths as cycle
paths.
4. There is little point in creating 2 exit lanes for the right turn into Marsh Lane, as once the traffic
has entered Marsh Lane the two lanes there merge into one after about only 30 yards.
5. Segregated cycle and footpaths should be provided, separated by a tree-lined grass verge (as on
Marston Road). The available highway width is not sufficient for the proposed lanes along
Cherwell Drive and there is insufficient evidence to justify the short length of bus lane. All buses
turn left from Marsh Lane, and a designated left turn could be introduced here. That, together
with the proposed traffic-light-control of the junctions, could allow an equitable traffic flow at far
less cost than the installation of a bus lane in Cherwell Drive. Traffic flow and congestion are not
significant problems and the assumed increase in demand is highly excessive.
6. The promotion of cycle journeys is widely welcomed and can have more success for less cost.
Segregated off-road cycle paths are preferred, and required for the large number of children
who cycle to local schools. People living within a mile or so of their place of work in Headington
are more likely to walk or cycle to and from there than take a bus and OCC should consider
allocating more funding to extending the successful Oxonbike scheme, with new hubs at
Summertown and Headley Way shops.
7. Adequate provision of essential off-road parking places to replace the on-road ones lost from
Headley Way is crucial, if access to the hospital sites is to be improved without residents incurring
substantial inconvenience. Shared driveways should be provided to facilitate off-street parking
on Headley Way. Safe access for visitors and deliveries to residents on Cherwell Drive must be
retained. The omission of the proposed short bus lane would retain trees, grass verges, safe
access and some resident street parking.
8. Local schemes proposed for traffic management need to be considered – and offered for
consultation – in the context of an overall plan for the city’s future. Serious thought needs to be
given to how much further development Oxford can undergo without causing it to lose its
character and appeal as a ‘World Class City’ – a description that Oxford City Council
enthusiastically promotes in all its major planning policy documents.
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Evidence and Consultation

In preparation for this report I directly consulted with the following parties:
55 houses along Cherwell Drive, with face-to-face meetings with property residents
23 houses along Elms Drive, with face-to-face meetings with property residents
32 houses along Headley Way (lower end of hill), with face-to-face meetings with property
residents
6 houses along Marsh Lane, with face-to-face meetings with property residents
6 shops/businesses on Headley Way (parade), with face-to-face meetings with
owners/managers
St. Nicholas’s Primary School, with face-to-face meetings with Headteacher (Rachel South) and
some parents
St. Joseph’s Primary School, with face-to-face meetings with Headteacher (Sue Tomkys) and
some parents
Oxford City Council – Planning Department (planning officer for Marston area) by phone
conversation
Oxford City Council – Tree Officer (Chris Leyland) by phone conversation
Oxfordshire County Council – Highways (Steven Axtall) by phone conversation
Oxfordshire County Council – Highways and Trees (Tim Shickall) by phone conversation
Oxfordshire County Council – Roads and Transport/Oxonbike (Roger O’Neil) by phone
conversation
Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust – Travel and Transport Manager (Mariane Hansen) by
phone conversation and email
Steven Sensecall, Planning Consultant and Legal Advisor at Kemp and Kemp by phone
conversation
Nik Lyzba, Planning Consultant at JPPC Chartered Town Planners by phone conversation
Tim Foxall, Highways Planning Consultant at Glanville Consultants Ltd (formerly with Oxford City
Council) by phone conversation
Huw Jones (Mode Transport), highways consultant, by email and phone conversation
Peter Headicar, Reader in Transport Planning, Oxford Brookes University by email and phone
conversation
Simon Hunt (Cyclox), leader of Oxford’s cycle group by phone conversation
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Old Marston Parish Council by phone, email and face-to-face meetings, and an address to
members
Charles Young (Headington Neighbourhood Forum)by phone conversation
Mike Ratcliffe (Headington Neighbourhood Forum) by email and phone conversation
Patrick Coulter (Headington Action) by email and phone conversation
Ruth Conway (Unlimited Oxfordshire) by email and phone conversation
Local Oxfordshire County Councillors Roz Smith, Mark Lygo and David Williams by phone
conversation, email and face-to-face meetings
Local Oxford City Councillors Mary Clarkson, Ruth Wilkinson, Roy Darke and Mick Haines by
phone conversation, email and face-to-face meetings
Rt Hon Andrew Smith MP by phone conversation, email and letter
Oxfordshire County Council Highways and Transport officer (Stewart Wilson) with face-to-face
meeting
Friends of The Earth (Oxford branch) by email and face-to-face meeting with address to
members
Oxford Preservation Trust by phone conversation and email
Oxford Civic Society by phone conversation and email
Campaign to Protect Rural England (Oxfordshire branch) by phone conversation and email
David Harris of 38 Degrees (Oxfordshire group) by email and face-to-face meeting with address
to members

The Friends of Old Headington
Chairman of the trustees: Veronica Hurst, 9 Stoke Place, Oxford OX3 9BX
Email: 
chairman@foh.org.uk
Secretary to the trustees: Howard Stanbury, 29 St Andrew’s Road, Oxford OX3 9DL
Email: 
secretary@foh.org.uk

Access to Headington consultation
Introductory note
We wish to draw attention to the strong local reaction against the process by which this
consultation has been put before the public, and the apparent lack of consideration towards
the community which the proposals would most affect if they were implemented.
Some residents have complained that lack of internet access has created a barrier to
participation, while many are absent on summer holidays and missing the event altogether, so
both availability of information and timing should have been better planned.
The document presented to us is notable for several features:
● it lacks context
(crucially: how it relates to the Eastern Arc and in turn to the
Northern Gateway)
● it lacks details of the evidence used
(crucially: how traffic estimates have been
derived)
● it leaves questions unresolved
(crucially: how will displaced parking be
accommodated?)
● it contradicts its own stated aim to support wellbeing and reduce the
environmental impact of traffic
● it is inconsistent with other Council policies
(crucially: LTP4 and the City
Council’s tree conservation policy)
A handful of maps with a few notes in text boxes is not in our view a fullyfledged plan, but
rather an indicative outline of a plan which has yet to be thought through and drawn up in
full.
For this reason we ask the Council to reject the plan in its present form, 
inviting it to be
resubmitted with more supporting information, improved proposals based on responses to this
1

preliminary consultation, and with reference to policies that have already been adopted by the
Council. Our comments below indicate some of the missing information, and some of the
inconsistencies with other Council policies, of which the most recent appears in the newly
adopted Local Transport Plan (LTP4):
Policy 24: Oxfordshire County Council will seek to avoid negative environmental impacts of
transport and where possible provide environmental improvements, particularly in Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, Conservation Areas and other areas of high environmental
importance.” (LTP4 Vol. 1 p. 73)

Meanwhile we would suggest that a revised and expanded version address the key issues
below, where the major objections and proposals made on behalf of the membership by the
trustees of the Friends of Old Headington are presented in bold type.
Parking in Headington
Access to Headington
proposes to remove parking altogether from a number of roads in the
area. No details are given as to
● how many parking spaces are being removed
● how many parking permits have been issued for addresses on the roads affected
● where the displaced cars will be parked in future
This basic information should have been included as essential background to enable us to
gauge the local impact of the proposal. As it is we can only comment as follows:
The removal of parking from major routes will add significant pressure to parking in side
roads in the area, and create frustration for those who pay for a parking permit in the
expectation of finding a reasonably convenient space. It will also create long straight vistas
which seems likely to invite speeding.
Strategically placed parking spaces can create a ‘chicane’ effect as has been proven in St.
Andrew’s Road, and 
we would strongly recommend that
● parking be tactically repositioned rather than abolished wherever possible
● local residents’ parking requirements are registered and plans to meet them set
out
● the speed limit be reduced from 30mph to 20mph for the main roads featured in
the proposals (in line with the draft 
Headington Neighbourhood Plan
policy
TRC3).
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Green spaces, trees, and ecological issues in Headington
Access to Headington
proposes to remove grass verges from Headley Way, Osler Road, Old
Road, and Cherwell Drive.
In general, these proposals run counter to stated policies set out in LTP4 (Policy 24),the draft
Headington Neighbourhood Plan policies for green spaces (GSP1, GSP4, and GSP5), and the
City Council’s 
Trees in Oxford. 
These call for 
green spaces and tree conservation to be
increased and improved. 
Key reasons for doing this are to
●
●
●
●

add to biodiversity
create wildlifefriendly areas
decrease the risk of flooding
maintain the visual amenity and character of the local environment

In particular
● the impact on Cherwell Drive (Proposal 1)
will be considerable in terms of loss of

green verges, one of the positive features of this stretch of road, which currently helps
to insulate residents from the effects of peakhour traffic.
● the impact on Headley way (Proposal 2/3)
will be severe: both verges and trees will

be removed; some of the many trees earmarked for destruction being very fine and
varied mature plants, which greatly enhance the streetscape. Headley way is a rare
example of an embanked and treelined major route, and makes a significant
contribution to the character of the area.
● the impact on Osler Road (Proposal 4)
is of particular interest to the Friends of Old

Headington. The northern section of the road lies within the conservation area, and
proposals to remove the verges run counter to the Conservation Area Appraisal of
2011, which identified the loss of rural character as one of the area’s vulnerabilities:
“Loss of rural character through depletion of green open space, roadside verges and
hedgerows and views out to rural setting” (
CAA
2011, p.3)
and the grassed verges and banks as one of its key positive characteristics (
CAA
2011, p. 22),
picking out this road for emphasis on p. 56:
“Long view lines on Osler Road with grass verges, high stone boundary walls and
framing by mature trees creates an area of distinctive character”:

3

View of verge within the Conservation area, looking south from the JR entrance.

View of verge within the Conservation area, looking north from Cuckoo Lane.

The Friends of Old Headington believe that there is no need to remove any grass
verges beside Osler Road north of Cuckoo Lane: the road is two lanes wide with
no parking allowed in this stretch
. If the road is widened by removing grass verges
▪
▪
▪
▪

the incentive to exceed the 20mph limit would be increased
the existing risk of flooding by runoff downhill from the JR site would
be increased
pedestrians and wheelchair users' footway and amenity would be
decreased
the conservation area's green setting would be decreased
4

▪

part of the character of Osler Road would be lost

There is no provision for cycling on Osler Road, so the only beneficiary of the current
proposals would appear to be road traffic.
● the impact on Old Road (Proposal 5)
will also be negative: the double green verge

which is a feature of the south side should be protected from the erosion it has
recently suffered rather than removed.
We would recommend that the next iteration of the plan should significantly reduce the
loss of green space, and also provide details of trees to be felled (species, age, position,
etc.), and what provision is being made to replace the loss of verges and trees. It is of
great importance to Headington that its treescape be preserved and replenished, and
that young healthy specimens are introduced and nurtured whenever and wherever
appropriate.
Traffic management in Headington
Proposals for Osler Road: the 
Friends would recommend that restricting the current
twoway route for bus traffic here to a oneway route into the hospital at the Osler Road
entrance, and out via either the Headley Way or Saxon Way routes be considered
. This
would help patients get to appointments quickly, whilst reducing the bus traffic along Osler
Road, which is not only residential, but has a problematic junction with heavy traffic on the
London Road.
At this junction (currently a potentially dangerous area where traffic turning in to Osler Road
from the south must cross a nearside line used by buses, bicycles, and taxis) we would
recommend 
consideration of new traffic lights and a redesigned bus gate to control
traffic and provide a toucan crossing for pedestrians and cyclists
.
Pavements will generally be narrowed as a result of proposed verge removals and/or cycle
lane creation; is there any proposal to mitigate this effect for wheelchair users?
We note that the likelihood of roads becoming ‘ratruns’ is increased by the current
proposals. While access via major routes is being improved, 
it is important that commuter
traffic be firmly discouraged from using the more residential side roads
: this applies to
Barton Lane, St Andrew’s Road, Dunstan Road, Osler Road, and Old High Street in the Old
Headington Conservation area, and to the streets close to Old Road, particularly the twoway
sideroads in the Highfield area.

5

These same roads, many with enclosing features such as banks, walls, houses opening on to
the pavement, will also be particularly vulnerable to loss of air quality and increased
emissions if the number of vehicles using them is increased.

Conclusion
These are very significant issues for Headington. Proposals put forward with the overriding
aim of improving access to the major employment sites by increasing and facilitating the
speedy flow of vehicles (especially buses) through largely residential areas offer little benefit
to the cyclist or the pedestrian, and none at all to people living on the key routes.
They seem likely to have a negative effect on daily life, amenities, and wellbeing, which is a
high cost to pay for the possible creation of a more effective flow of increased traffic through
the streets we live in.
The Friends of Old Headington would therefore like to propose
in addition to the
recommendations set out above
● a reallocation of funding: so that a significant proportion of the £4.3m CIL
funds underpinning the project be used to ameliorate the effects of the traffic
plan by
▪
▪
▪

providing green spaces or roadside planters
maintaining the tree cover
improving safety for pedestrians and cyclists

● a wholesale revision of 
Access to Headington
which would align more
closely with its stated aim to benefit residents of the area.
This would go towards compensating for the loss of amenity resulting from the current
proposals, and would be a wholly appropriate use of the funds contributed by local
developers.
We look forward to the opportunity to comment further when the current version of 
Access to
Headington
has been reassessed within the context of other transport proposals with which it
must eventually interconnect.

The trustees of the Friends of Old Headington
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President: Lady Kenny | VicePresident: Dr Sonia Brough
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FAO Mr I Williams
Access to Headington Project,
Infrastructure Development Oxfordshire County Council,
Speedwell House (3rd Floor),
Speedwell Street,
Oxford,
OX1 1NE
28 July 2015
Dear Mr Williams
Oxford Preservation Trust has some considerable concerns about the proposals in this scheme to alter the
roads and pedestrian streets in the Marston and Headington areas.
Although we agree that the street provides a very important access to Oxford from the east and also to the
hospital, it is one that can be congested at times. We understand that the idea of widening the road and
the loss of the trees and green verges is an attempt to increase the capacity. However some of the trees in
this area were part of a wider planting plan facilitated by Oxford Preservation Trust’s Trees Committee
which operated in the post-war era. The OPT Trees Committee was created in the in the 1930s shortly after
the Trust was formed and one of the first and most successful projects was at New Marston where,
beginning in 1950 an ‘adopt-a-tree’ scheme began. Local people labelled new trees in memory of relatives
lost in war service, with the first four trees planted at the junction of Copse Lane and the road to Old
Marston, with an opening ceremony held on Armistice Day and attended by around 200 people from New
Marston. Over the following year a further 61 trees were planted across the area.
It is important to preserve these trees and the character of the area coming out of two World Wars and a
wonderful survival. We cannot support this loss of history and local significance.
Yours sincerely,

Debbie Dance
Director
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